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1. Introduction 
The absorption of photons by a molecule leads to its excitation. An electronically excited 
molecule can lose its energy by emission of ultraviolet, visible, infrared radiation or by 
collision with the surrounding matter. Luminescence is thus the emission of photons from 
excited electronic energy levels of molecules. The energy difference between the initial and 
the final electronic states is emitted as fluorescence or phosphorescence (Lakowicz, 2006). 
Fluorescence is a spin-allowed radiative transition between two states of the same 
multiplicity (e.g., S1 → S0) whereas; phosphorescence is a spin-forbidden radiative transition 
between two states of different multiplicity (e.g., T1 → S0).  
The mechanisms by which electronically excited molecules relax to ground state are given 
by the Jablonski diagram as shown in Fig. 1. The absorption of a photon takes a molecule 
from ground state (singlet state, S0) to either first excited state (singlet state, S1) or second  
 
 
Fig. 1. Jablonski diagram of transitions among various electronic energy levels 
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excited state (S2). The excited molecule then relaxes to the lowest vibronic level of the first 
excited state through internal conversion (IC), which generally occurs within 10-12 s or less. 
Since fluorescence lifetimes are typically near 10-8 s, IC is generally complete prior to 
emission. Now it can relax from the singlet excited state to the ground state via three 
mechanisms. First by emitting a photon (radiative process), second without emitting photon 
(nonradiative mechanism) and third it goes to a triplet state (T1) by intersystem crossing 
(ISC) which also is a nonradiative process. The transition from triplet (T1) to ground singlet 
state is forbidden and hence is a very slow process relative to fluorescence. Emission from T1 
is called phosphorescence and generally is shifted to longer wavelength relative to the 
fluorescence. 
In fluorescence spectroscopy the observed spectral intensity is a function of two variables: 
the excitation wavelength (λex) and the emission wavelength (λem). The fluorescence property 
of a compound is conventionally studied by examining both the excitation spectrum and the 
emission spectrum. The intensity vs. wavelength plot of the fluorescence spectrum obtained 
is characteristic of a fluorophore and sensitive to its local surrounding environment. It is 
consequentially used to probe structure of the local environment. Generally, the wavelength 
of maximum fluorescence intensity is shifted to longer wavelength relative to the 
wavelength of its absorption maximum. The difference between these two wavelengths, 
known as Stokes’ shift, arises because of the relaxation from the initially excited state to the 
‘ground’ vibronic level of S1 which involves a loss of energy. Further loss of energy is due to 
the transitions from S1 to higher vibrational levels of the ground state S0. The Stokes’ shift 
further increases because of general solvent effects. The energy difference between the 
absorption maximum (νa) and the emission maximum (νf) is given by Lippert equation 
(Birks, 1970) in which the energy difference (νa-νf) of a fluorophore as a function of the 
refractive index (n) and dielectric constant (ε) of the solvent is related as  
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where h is the Planck’s constant, c the velocity of light and a is the radius of the cavity in 
which the fluorophore resides. Also, µ and µ* are the ground and excited state dipole 
moments, respectively. 
Fluorescence emission is generally independent of excitation wavelength. This is because of 
the rapid relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of S1 prior to emission, irrespective of 
excitation to any higher electronic and vibrational levels. Excitation on the extreme red edge 
of the absorption spectrum frequently results in a red-shifted emission. The red-shift occurs 
because red-edge excitation selects those fluorophores which are more strongly interacting 
with the solvent (solvation dynamics) (Demchenko, 2002). The red-edge effect can also be 
thought as ground state heterogeneity, which is common in most complex systems like a 
probe distribution in microheterogeneous media. In the case of ground state heterogeneity 
or the presence of multiple species in the ground state, the fluorescence emission spectrum 
is dependent on the excitation wavelength and the fluorescence excitation spectrum is 
dependent on the emission wavelength. Also fluorescence excitation spectrum observed for 
a given emission wavelength differs from that of the absorption spectrum for heterogeneous 
system. The large spectral width of the emission spectrum compared to absorption spectral 
width is also due to the presence of multiple species in the excited state. Fluorescence 
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emission spectrum is generally a mirror image of the absorption spectrum (S0 to S1 
transition).  
1.1 Steady-state and time resolved fluorescence 
Fluorescence measurements can be broadly classified into two types of measurements: 
steady-state and time-resolved. Steady-state measurements, the most common type, are 
those performed with constant illumination and observation. The sample is illuminated 
with a continuous beam of light, and the intensity or emission spectrum is recorded as 
function of wavelength. When the sample is first exposed to light steady state is reached 
almost immediately. Because of the ns timescale of fluorescence, most measurements 
employ steady-state method. The second type of measurement is time-resolved method 
which is used for measuring intensity decays or anisotropy decays. For these measurements 
the sample is exposed to a pulse of light, where the pulse width is typically shorter than the 
decay time of the sample. The intensity decay is recorded with a high-speed detection 
system that permits the intensity or anisotropy to be measured on the ns timescale.  
1.2 Fluorescence anisotropy 
The photoselection of fluorescent probe by polarized light offers the opportunity to study 
some relevant processes occurring at molecular level in heterogeneous systems. The 
fluorescence, emitted from the samples excited with polarized light, is also polarized. This 
polarization is due to the photoselection of the fluorophores according to their orientation 
relative to the direction of the polarized excitation. This photoselection is proportional to the 
square of the cosine of the angle between the absorption dipole of the fluorophore and the 
axis of polarization of the excitation light. The orientational anisotropic distribution of the 
excited fluorophore population relaxes by rotational diffusion of the fluorophores and 
excitation energy transfer to the surrounding acceptor molecule. The polarized fluorescence 
emission becomes depolarized by such processes. The fluorescence anisotropy 
measurements reveal the average angular displacement of the fluorophore, which occurs 
between absorption and subsequent emission of a photon. The degree of polarization, P, and 
steady state fluorescence anisotropy r, are thus respectively given by equations (Lakowicz, 
2006) 
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where ||I  and I⊥  represent the fluorescence intensities when the orientation of the emission 
polarizer is parallel and perpendicular to the orientation of the excitation polarizer, 
respectively. The fluorescence anisotropy (r) is a measure of the average depolarization 
during the lifetime of the excited fluorophore under steady-state conditions. A steady-state 
observation is simply an average of the time-resolved phenomena over the intensity decay 
of the sample. But the time resolved measurements of fluorescence anisotropy using 
ultrafast polarized excitation source (laser) give an insight into the time dependent 
depolarization. The time dependent fluorescence anisotropy decay, r(t), is defined as 
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where ||( )I t and ( )I t⊥  are the fluorescence intensity decays collected with the polarization 
of the emission polarizer maintained parallel and perpendicular to the polarization of the 
excitation source, respectively. For a fluorophore in a sample solvent, the fluorescence 
depolarization is simply due to rotational motion of the excited fluorophore and the decay 
parameters depend on the size and shape of the fluorophore. For spherical fluorophores, the 
anisotropy decay is a single exponential with a single rotational correlation time and is 
given by (Lakowicz, 2006) 
 ( ) exp( / )0r t r t rτ= −  (5) 
where 0r  is the initial anisotropy (anisotropy at time t=0 or anisotropy observed in the 
absence of any depolarizing processes) and rτ  is the rotational correlation time. The initial 
anisotropy 0r  is related to the angle (θ) between the absorption and emission dipoles of the 
fluorophore under study as 
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where the value 0r  can vary between 0.4 and –0.2 as the angle (θ) varies between 00  and 
090 respectively. The rotational correlation times rτ  of the fluorophore is governed by the 
viscosity ( )η , temperature ( )T of the solution and the molecular volume ( )V  of the 
fluorophore. This is given by Stokes-Einstein relation (Fleming, 1986) as shown below: 
 r
V
kT
η
τ =  (7) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant. 
The relation between the steady-state anisotropy (r), initial anisotropy ( 0r ), rotational 
correlation time ( rτ ) and fluorescence lifetime ( fτ ) is given by Perrin equation as follows 
(Lackowicz, 1983) 
 0 1 f
r
r
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τ
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The Perrin equation is very useful in obtaining the correlation time without the 
measurement of polarization dependent fluorescence decays [ ||( )I t and ( )I t⊥ ]. The theory 
developed for more complicated shapes of the fluorophore show that a maximum of five 
exponentials are enough to explain the fluorescence anisotropy decay (Steiner, 1991). 
2. Introduction to rotational dynamics 
Understanding solute-solvent interaction has been of great relevance in physico-chemical 
processes due to the importance of these interactions in determining properties such as 
chemical reaction yield and kinetics or the ability to isolate one compound from another. 
Interactions between the solutes and their surrounding solvent molecules are difficult to 
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resolve because, unlike in solids, the spatial relationship between the molecules are not fixed 
on time scales that can be accessed using structural measurements such as X-ray diffraction 
or multidimensional NMR spectrometry. Intermolecular interactions in the liquid phase are 
more complex than those in gas phase because of their characteristic strength, the property 
that gives rise to the liquid phase and at the same time prevents a simple statistical 
description of collisional interactions from providing adequate insight (Fleming, 1986).  
Regardless of almost three and a half decades of continuous investigation, the details of 
solute-solvent interactions, particularly in polar solvent systems, remain to be understood in 
detail. Most investigations of intermolecular interactions in solution have used a “probe” 
molecule present at low concentration in neat or binary solvent systems. Typically, a short 
pulse of light is shone to establish some non-equilibrium condition in the ensemble of probe 
molecules, with the object of the experiment being to monitor the return to equilibrium. 
These studies have included fluorescence lifetime, molecular reorientation (Eisenthal, 1975; 
Shank and Ippen, 1975; von Jena and Lessing, 1979a; Sanders and Wirth, 1983; Templeton et 
al., 1985; Blanchard and Wirth, 1986; Templeton and Kenney-Wallace, 1986; Blanchard, 1987, 
1988, 1989; Blanchard and Cihal, 1988; Hartman et al., 1991; Srivastava and Doraiswamy, 
1995; Imeshev and Khundkar, 1995; Dutt, et al., 1995; Chandrashekhar et al., 1995; Levitus et 
al., 1995; Backer et al., 1996; Biasutti et al., 1996; Horng et al., 1997; Hartman et al., 1997; 
Laitinen et al., 1997; Singh, 2000; Dutt and Raman, 2001; Gustavsson et al., 2003; Dutt and 
Ghanty, 2004; Kubinyi et al., 2006), vibrational relaxation (Heilweil et al., 1986, 1987, 1989; 
Lingle Jr. et al., 1990; Anfinrud et al., 1990; Elsaesser and Kaiser, 1991; Hambir et al., 1993; 
Jiang and Blanchard, 1994a & b, 1995; McCarthy and Blanchard, 1995, 1996) and time-
delayed fluorescence Stokes shift (Shapiro and Winn, 1980; Maroncelli and Fleming, 1987; 
Huppert et al. 1989, 1990; Chapman et al., 1990; Wagener and Richert, 1991; Fee et al., 1991; 
Jarzeba et al., 1991; Yip et al., 1993; Fee and Maroncelli, 1994; Inamdar et al., 1995) 
measurements. Of these, molecular reorientation of molecules in solution has been an 
important experimental and theoretical concept for probing the nature of liquids and the 
interactions of solvents with molecules. This has proven to be among the most useful 
because of the combined generality of the effect and the well-developed theoretical 
framework for the interpretation of the experimental data (Debye, 1929; Perrin, 1936; 
Chuang and Eisethal, 1972; Hu and Zwanzig, 1974; Youngren and Acrivos, 1975; Zwanzig 
and Harrison, 1985). Though, the effect of solute-solvent interactions on the rotational 
motion of a probe molecule in solution has been extensively studied, these interactions are 
generally described as friction to probe rotational motion and can be classified into three 
types. The first category includes short-range repulsive forces, which dominate 
intermolecular dynamics during molecular collisions. These interactions are present in all 
liquids and lead to viscous dissipation, which is well described by hydrodynamic theories 
(Fleming, 1986). The second category includes long-range electrostatic interactions between 
a charged or dipolar probe and polar solvent molecules. As the solute turns, the induced 
solvent polarization can lag behind rotation of the probe, creating a torque, which 
systematically reduces the rate of rotational diffusion. This effect, termed dielectric friction, 
arises from the same type of correlated motions of solvent molecules, which is responsible 
for the time dependent Stokes’ shift (TDSS) dynamics of fluorescent probes (van der Zwan 
and Hynes, 1985; Barbara and Jarzeba, 1990; Maroncelli, 1993). The third category includes 
specific solute-solvent interactions. Hydrogen bonding is probably the most frequently 
encountered example of this kind. Strong hydrogen bonds will lead to the formation of 
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solute-solvent complexes of well-defined stoichiometry. These new, larger species can 
persist in solution for fairly long times and will rotate more slowly than the bare solute. 
Formation and breakage of weak H binds occurring on time scales faster than probe rotation 
will provide a channel for rotational energy dissipation giving rise to additional friction. 
The theoretical interest in the study of rotational reorientation kinetics of molecules in 
liquids arises from the fact that it provides information about the intermolecular interaction 
in the condensed phase. However, the theoretical modeling of molecular reorientation in 
liquids and its correlation with experimental data is still far from satisfactory. Thus far, two 
kinds of approaches have been employed in understanding the rotational dynamics. In the 
first approach, binary collision approximation has been used to explain the rotational 
dynamics. With this approach, kinetic theory model for rotational relaxation has been 
employed for rough sphere fluids (Widom, 1960; Rider and Fixman, 1972; Chandler, 1974) 
and for smooth convex bodies (Evans et al., 1982; Evans and Evans, 1984; Evans, 1988). 
Evans model along with Enskog equation for viscosity has been employed to express 
rotational reorientation time (τr) as a function of the solvent viscosity. However, explaining 
rotational dynamics from such a molecular point of view is severely constrained on account 
of multibody interaction in a fluid. For real systems the quantitative predictions can be 
made about the variation of τr with solvent viscosity. The second approach is the 
macroscopic approach of understanding the rotational dynamics, where the solvent is 
assumed to be a structureless continuum and the rotational motion of solutes is considered 
Markovian or diffusional. A considerable degree of success on the rotational dynamics 
arises from the Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) hydrodynamic theory, which forms the basis of 
understanding molecular rotations of medium sized molecules (few hundred Å3 volumes) 
in liquids (Einstein, 1906;Debye, 1929; Stokes, 1956), according to which the rotational 
reorientation time (τr) of a solute molecule is proportional to its volume (V), bulk viscosity 
(η) of the solvent and inversely related to its temperature (T). 
Rotational dynamics of number of nonpolar and polar solutes have been carried out in 
homologous series of polar and nonpolar solvents. In general, the experimentally measured 
reorientation times of most of the nonpolar probes could be described by the SED theory 
with slip boundary condition. In some cases the reorientation times were found to be faster 
than predicted by the slip boundary condition, a situation termed as subslip behavior. 
However, for a given probe in a homologous series of solvents (alkanes or alcohols) the 
normalized reorientation times (i.e., reorientation times at unit viscosity) decrease as the size 
of the solvent increased. In other words, the reorientation times did not scale linearly with 
solvent viscosity. This behavior, known as the size effects, could not be explained with SED 
theory. Another observation, which the SED theory failed to explain, is that the 
experimentally measured reorientation times of nonpolar probes are faster in alcohols than 
in alkanes of similar viscosity. To explain the observed size effects two quasihydrodynamics 
theories have been used. The first one is a relatively old theory proposed by Geirer and 
Wirtz (GW) (1953), which takes into account both the size of the solute as well as that of the 
solvent while calculating the boundary condition. This theory visualizes the solvent to be 
made up of concentric shells of spherical particles surrounding the spherical probe molecule 
at the center. Each shell moves at a constant angular velocity and the velocity of successive 
shells decreases with the distance from the surface of the probe molecule, as though the flow 
between the shells is laminar. As the shell number increases, i.e., at large distances, the 
angular velocity vanishes. Although, the GW theory is successful in predicting the observed 
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size effects in a qualitative way, it could not explain the faster rotation of nonpolar probes in 
alcohols compared to alkanes. The second relatively new quasihydrodynamic theory was 
proposed by Dote, Kivelson and Schwartz (DKS) (1981). The DKS theory not only takes into 
consideration the relative sizes of the solvent and the probe but also the cavities or free 
spaces created by the solvent around the probe molecule. If the size of the solute is 
comparable to the free volumes of the solvent, the coupling between the solute and the 
solvent will become weak which results in reduced friction experienced by the probe 
molecule. 
On the other hand, rotational dynamics of small and medium sized polar solutes dissolved 
in polar solvents experiences more friction than predicted by the hydrodynamic theories. 
This ‘additional friction’ is attributed to the solute-solvent hydrogen bonding. The first and 
the oldest concept of dielectric friction invoked by chemists is the ‘solvent-berg’ model, in 
which it is assumed that there is a solute-solvent interaction causing increase in the volume 
of the solute. Such an enhancement of the volume automatically causes the molecule to 
rotate slower. However, reservations against such an explanation have also been expressed 
(Chuang and Eisenthal, 1972; Horng et al., 1997). Objections to this kind of interpretations 
arise from the fact that in bulk solution, the solvent molecules are expected to exchange 
(solute-solvent hydrogen bonding dynamics) on a much faster time scale compared to the 
rotational dynamics. Later, the slower reorientation times of polar molecules in polar 
solvents have been interpreted using dielectric friction theories (Phillips et al., 1985; Dutt et 
al., 1990; Alavi et al., 1991b,c; Dutt and Raman, 2001; Gustavsson et al., 2003). Dielectric 
friction on a rotating solute arises because the polar molecule embedded in a dielectric 
medium polarizes the surrounding dielectric. As the solute tries to rotate, the polarization of 
the medium cannot instantaneously keep in phase with the new orientation of the probe 
molecule and this lag exerts a retarding force on the probe molecule, giving rise to rotational 
dielectric friction. Although molecular theories of dielectric friction are available, at present 
these theories are difficult to apply because they require some knowledge of the 
intermolecular potential or some unavailable properties of the solvent. Continuum theories 
offer advantages of simplicity and the calculation of molecular friction in terms of easily 
accessible bulk properties of the solvent. 
The SED theory has been found to describe the rotational dynamics of medium sized 
molecules fairly well when the coupling between the solute and solvent is purely 
mechanical or hydrodynamic in nature. It is documented that the SED model correctly 
predicts the linear dependence of the rotational reorientation times on the solvent viscosity 
for polar and cationic dyes dissolved in polar and non polar solvents (Chuang and 
Eisenthal, 1971; Fleming et al., 1976; 1977; Porter et al., 1977; Moog et al., 1982; Spears and 
Cramer, 1978; Millar et al., 1979; von Jena and Lessing, 1979a, b; 1981; Rice and Kenney-
Wallace, 1980; Waldeck and Fleming, 1981; Dutt et al., 1990; Alavi et al., 1991a, b, c; 
Krishnamurthy et al., 1993; Dutt et al., 1998) that have been interpreted using dielectric 
fiction theories. The dielectric friction can be modeled using continuum theories of Nee-
Zwanzig (NZ) (Nee and Zwanzig, 1970), which treats the solute as a point dipole rotating in 
a spherical cavity, Alavi-Waldeck (AW) (Alavi and Waldeck, 1991b; 1993) model which is an 
extension of the NZ theory where the solute is treated as a distribution of charges instead of 
point dipole and the semiempirical approach of van der Zwan and Hynes (vdZH) (van der 
Zwan and Hynes, 1985) in which fluorescence Stokes shift of the solute in a given solvent is 
related to dielectric friction. Conversely, the results of neutral and nonpolar solutes deviate 
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significantly from the hydrodynamic predictions at higher viscosities (Waldeck et al., 1982; 
Canonica et al., 1985; Phillips et al., 1985; Courtney et al., 1986; Ben Amotz and Drake, 1988; 
Roy and Doraiswamy, 1993; Williams et al., 1994; Jiang and Blanchard, 1994; Anderton and 
Kauffman, 1994; Brocklehurst and Young, 1995; Benzler and Luther, 1997; Dutt et al., 1999; 
Ito et al., 2000; Inamdar et al., 2006). These probes rotate much faster than predicted by the 
SED theory with stick boundary condition and are described by either slip boundary 
condition or by quasihydrodynamic theories. Slip boundary condition (Hu and Zwanzig, 
1974) assumes the solute-solvent coupling parameter to be less than unity, contrary to the 
stick boundary condition. Quasihydrodynamic theories of Gierer and Wirtz (GW) (Gierer 
and Wirtz, 1953) and Dote, Kivelson and Schwartz (DKS) (Dote, Kivelson and Schwartz, 
1981) attempt to improve upon SED theory by taking into consideration not only the size of 
the solute but also that of the solvent molecule, thereby modifying the boundary conditions. 
It has been argued (Ben Amotz and Drake, 1988; Roy and Doraiswamy, 1993) that as the size 
of the solute molecule becomes much larger than the size of the solvent molecule, the 
observed reorientation times approach the SED theory with the stick boundary condition.  
Based on the above description, we have chosen two kinds of solutes categorized as 
nonpolar and polar to study their rotational reorientation dynamics in nonpolar, polar and 
binary mixtures of solvents. In the first case, where the nonpolar probes embedded in polar 
or nonpolar solvents to examine the influence of solute to solvent size ratio and the shape of 
the solute on the friction experienced by the probe molecule which in turn enables to test the 
validity of hydrodynamic and quasihydrodynamic theories. The friction experienced by 
these probes is purely hydrodynamic or mechanical in nature since it is dominated by short-
range repulsive forces. Polar probes used in charged polar solvents with an intention of 
understanding how the long-range electrostatic interactions between the solute and the 
solvent, which are charge-dipole or dipole-dipole in nature, influence the rotational 
dynamics of the probe molecules. Dielectric friction on a rotating solute arises because of the 
polar molecule entrenched in a dielectric medium polarizes the surrounding dielectric. As 
the solute tries to rotate, the polarization of the medium cannot instantaneously keep in 
phase with the new orientation of the probe molecule and this lag exerts a retarding force on 
the probe molecule, giving rise to rotational dielectric friction. 
2.1 Theoretical background 
Among the many proposed models for the study of rotational motion, the most commonly 
employed is the rotational diffusion model outlined by Debye (Debye, 1929), in which the 
reorientation is assumed to occur in small angular steps. On account of high frequency 
collisions, a molecule can rotate through a very small angle before undergoing another 
reorienting collision. The rotational diffusion equation solved to obtain the rotational 
correlation time τr of the density function ( , )ρ θ φ is given by (Lackowicz, 2006) 
 
2
2 2
1 1 1
sin sin sin
D
t
ρ ρ ρ
θ θ θ θ θ φ
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
 (9) 
where D is the rotational diffusion coefficient. For spherical particles ρ satisfies the form 
1 ,( ) ( , )l mC t Y θ φ  in isotropic liquids, where , ( , )l mY θ φ  are the Legendre polynomials and the 
coefficient 1( )C t is essentially the same as the correlation function. Substitution of 
1 ,( ) ( , )l mC t Yρ θ φ=  gives an ordinary differential equation for C as 
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 1 1( 1)
dC
Dl l C
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= − +  (10) 
This implies that the correlation function decays exponentially, /te η− and the correlation 
time [ ] 1( 1)l l l Dτ −= + . In fluorescence depolarization experiments, one measures the 
anisotropy decay which is l=2 correlation and hence 1(6 )r Dτ
−
= .  
The rotational diffusion co-efficient of a solute is given by the Stokes-Einstein model 
(Lakowicz, 2006) as 
 
kT
D ζ=  (11) 
where ζ  is the friction coefficient and kT is the thermal energy. It is this friction, which is of 
great importance in theoretical as well as experimental studies. A molecule rotating in liquid 
experiences friction on account of its continuous interaction with its neighbors and the 
desire to understand has been a motivating force in carrying the experimental 
measurements of rotational reorientation in liquids. 
2.1.1 Hydrodynamic theory 
Mechanical friction on a rotating solute in solvent is computed employing hydrodynamic 
theory by treating the solute as a smooth sphere rotating in a continuum fluid, which is 
characterized by a shear viscosity. If ‘a’ is the radius of the molecule and ‘η’ the viscosity of 
the liquid, then according to Stokes law (Stokes, 1956) 
 38 aζ π η=  (12) 
Eqn. (11) reduces to 
 38
kT
D
aπη
=  (13) 
The rotational correlation time (τr) is given by  
 
1
6 6r D kT
ζ
τ = =  (14) 
substitution of Eqn. (12) in (14) gives 
 r
V
kT
η
τ =  (15) 
where V is the molecular volume. The most widely used Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) 
hydrodynamic equation for the description of rotational dynamics of spherical molecule is 
given by 
 0r
V
kT
η
τ τ= +  (16) 
where τ0 is the rotational reorientation time at zero viscosity. It is known that spherical 
approximation embedded in a SED is glossy in error and the shape of the probes is however, 
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more important. In reality, the exact shape of the solute molecule is need not be a spherical 
and there is a necessary to include a parameter, which should describe the exact shape of 
nonspherical probes. Hence, the equation for nonspherical molecule proposed by Perrin 
(Perrin, 1936) is given as follows 
 ( )r
V
fC
kT
η
τ =  (17) 
where f is shape factor and is well specified, C is the boundary condition parameter 
dependent strongly on solute, solvent and concentration. The shapes of the solute molecules 
are usually incorporated into the model by treating them as either symmetric or asymmetric 
ellipsoids. For nonspherical molecules, f >1 and the magnitude of deviation of f from unity 
describes the degree of the nonspherical nature of the solute molecule. C, signifies the extent 
of coupling between the solute and the solvent and is known as the boundary condition 
parameter (Barbara and Jarzeba, 1990). In the two limiting cases of hydrodynamic stick and 
slip for a nonspherical molecule, the value of C follows the inequality, 0< C ≤ 1 and the exact 
value of C is determined by the axial ratio of the probe.  
It is observed that the experimentally measured rotational reorientation times of number of 
the nonpolar solutes (Waldeck et al., 1982; Canonica et al., 1985; Phillips et al., 1985; 
Courtney et al., 1986; Ben Amotz and Drake, 1988; Roy and Doraiswamy, 1993; Williams et 
al., 1994; Jiang and Blanchard, 1994; Anderton and Kauffman, 1994; Brocklehurst and 
Young, 1995; Benzler and Luther, 1997; Dutt et al., 1999; Ito et al., 2000; Inamdar et al., 2006) 
could be described by the SED theory with slip boundary condition (subslip behavior). For a 
homologous series of solvents such as alcohols or alkanes, the normalized reorientation 
times decreased as the size of the solvent is increased. In other words, the reorientation 
times did not scale linearly with solvent viscosity.  
2.1.2 Quasihydrodynamic theories 
While the SED hydrodynamic theory takes only the size of the solute molecule into account 
leaving solvent size aside, one needs to consider the size of the solute as well as solvent 
molecules. Quasihydrodynamic theories consider these and modify the boundary condition 
accordingly. To explain such observation of size effects, two quasihydrodynamic theories by 
Gierer and Wirtz (GW) and Dote, Kivelson and Schwartz (DKS) have been used. 
i. Gierer and Wirtz theory (GW) 
The first and the relatively old theory proposed by Girer and Wirtz (GW) in 1953, takes into 
account both the size of the solute as well as that of the solvent while calculating the 
boundary condition. It visualizes the solvent to be made up of concentric shells of spherical 
particles surrounding the spherical probe molecule at the center. Each shell moves at a 
constant angular velocity and the velocity of successive shells decreases with the distance 
from the surface of the probe molecule, as though the flow between the shells is laminar. As 
the shell number increase, i.e., at large distances, the angular velocity vanishes. The angular 
velocity 1ω  of the first solvation shell is related to the angular velocity 0ω of the probe 
molecule by means of a sticking factor σ . 
 1 0ω σω=  (18) 
When 1σ = , it gives the stick boundary condition and σ is related to the ratio of the solute 
to solvent size, as 
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Vs and Vp are the volumes of the solvent and probe, respectively. The expression for CGW is 
given by 
 0GWC Cσ=  (21) 
C in Eqn. (17) should be replaced with CGW obtained from Eqn. (21) for calculating the 
reorientation times with GW theory. When the ratio Vs/Vp is very small CGW reduces to 
unity and the SED equation with stick boundary condition is obtained.  
ii. The Dote-Kivelson-Schwartz theory (DKS) 
Although, the GW theory is successful in predicting the observed size effects in a qualitative 
way, it could not explain the faster rotation of nonpolar probes in alcohols compared 
alkanes. Hence, the second relatively new quasihydrodynamic theory, was proposed by 
Dote, Kivelson and Schwartz (DKS) in 1981. This theory not only takes into consideration 
the relative sizes of the solvent and the probe but also the cavities or free spaces created by 
the solvent around the probe molecule. If the size of the solute is comparable to the free 
volumes of the solvents, the coupling between the solute and the solvent will become weak 
which results in reduced friction experienced by the probe molecule. According to DKS 
theory the solute-solvent coupling parameter, CDKS is given by (Dote, Kivelson and 
Schwartz, 1981) 
 1(1 / )DKSC γ φ −= +  (22) 
where /γ φ  is the ratio of the free volume available for the solvent to the effective size of 
the solute molecule, with 
 
2/3
4 1p
p s
VV
V V
Δγ
   = +     
, (23) 
and φ is the ratio of the reorientation time predicted by slip hydrodynamics to the stick 
prediction for the sphere of same volume. ΔV is the smallest volume of free space per 
solvent molecule and some discretion must be applied while calculating this term (Dutt et 
al., 1988; Anderton and Kauffman, 1994; Dutt and Rama Krishna, 2000). ΔV is empirically 
related to the solvent viscosity, the Hilderbrand-Batchinsky parameter B and the isothermal 
compressibility kT of the liquid by 
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 TV Bk kTΔ η=  (24) 
Since the Frenkel hole theory and the Hilderbrand treatment of solvent viscosity were 
developed for regular solutions (Anderton and Kauffman, 1994), Equation (24) may not be a 
valid measure of the free space per solvent molecule for associative solvents like alcohols 
and polyalcohols. Hence, for alcohols ΔV is calculated using  
 m sV V VΔ = −  (25) 
where mV  is the solvent molar volume divided by the Avogadro number. 
2.1.3 Dielectric friction theories 
The simple description of hydrodynamic friction arising out of viscosity of the solvent 
becomes inadequate when the motion concerning rotations of polar and charged solutes 
desired to be explained. A polar molecule rotating in a polar solvent experiences hindrance 
due to dielectric friction ( DFǇ ), in addition to, the mechanical ( MǇ ) or hydrodynamic 
friction. In general, the dielectric and mechanical contributions to the friction are not 
separable as they are linked due to electrohydrodynamic coupling (Hubbard and Onsager, 
1977; Hubbard, 1978; Dote et al., 1981; Felderhof, 1983; Alavi et al., 1991c; Kumar and 
Maroncelli, 2000). Despite this nonseparability, it is common to assume that the total friction 
experienced by the probe molecule is the sum of mechanical and dielectric friction 
components, i.e., 
 Total M DFζ ζ ζ= +  (26) 
Mechanical friction can be modeled using both hydrodynamic (Debye, 1929) and 
quasihydrodynamic (Gierer and Wirtz, 1953; Dote et al., 1981) theories, whereas, dielectric 
friction is modeled using continuum theories. 
The earliest research into dielectric effects on molecular rotation took place in the theoretical 
arena. Initial investigations were closely intertwined with the theories of dielectric 
dispersion in pure solvents (Titulaer and Deutch, 1974; Bottcher and Bordewijk, 1978; Cole, 
1984). Beginning with the first paper to relate the dielectric friction to rotational motion 
published by Nee and Zwanzig in 1970, a number of studies have made improvements to 
the Nee-Zwanzig approach (Tjai et al, 1974; Hubbard and Onsager, 1977; Hubbard and 
Wolynes, 1978; Bordewijk, 1980; McMahon, 1980; Brito and Bordewijk, 1980; Bossis, 1982; 
Madden and Kivelson, 1982; Felderhof, 1983; Nowak, 1983; van der Zwan and Hynes, 1985; 
Alavi et al, 1991a,b,c; Alavi and Waldeck, 1993). These have included the 
electrohydrodynamic treatment which explicitly considers the coupling between the 
hydrodynamic (viscous) damping and the dielectric friction components.  
i. The Nee-Zwanzig theory 
Though not the first, the most influential early treatment of rotational dielectric friction was 
made by Nee and Zwanzig (NZ) (1970). These authors examined rotational dynamics of the 
same solute/solvent model in the simple continuum (SC) description i.e., they assumed an 
Onsager type cavity dipole with dipole moment µ and radius a embedded in a dielectric 
continuum with dispersion ε(ω). Motion was assumed to be in the purely-diffusive (or 
Smoluchowski) limit. Using a boundary condition value calculation of the average reaction 
field, Nee and Zwanzig obtained their final result linking the dielectric friction contribution 
in the spherical cavity as  
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where 0ε , ε∞  and Dτ  are the zero frequency dielectric constant, high-frequency dielectric 
constant and Debye relaxation time of the solvent, respectively. 
If one assumes that the mechanical and dielectric components of friction are separable, then 
 obsr SED DFτ τ τ= +  (28) 
Therefore, the observed rotational reorientation time ( obsrτ ) is given as the sum of 
reorientation time calculated using SED hydrodynamic theory and dielectric friction theory. 
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It is clear from the above equation that for a given solute molecule, the dielectric friction 
contribution would be significant in a solvent of low ε and high τD. However, if the solute is 
large, the contribution due to dielectric friction becomes small and the relative contribution 
to the overall reorientation time further diminishes due to a step increase in the 
hydrodynamic contribution. Hence, most pronounced contribution due to dielectric friction 
could be seen in small molecules with large dipole moments especially in solvents of low ε 
and large τD. 
ii. The van der Zwan-Hynes theory (vdZH) 
A semiempirical method for finding dielectric friction proposed by van der Zwan and 
Hynes (1985), an improvement over the Nee and Zwanzig model, provides a prescription 
for determining the dielectric friction from the measurements of response of the solute in the 
solvent of interest. It relates dielectric friction experienced by a solute in a solvent to 
solvation time, τs, and solute Stokes shift, S. According to this theory the dielectric friction is 
given by (van der Zwan and Hynes, 1985) 
 
2
2 6( )
s
DF
S
kT
τµ
τ
Δµ
=  (30) 
where Δµ  is the difference in dipole moment of the solute in the ground and excited states 
and  
 a fS h hν ν= −  (31)  
where ahν and fhν are the energies of the 0-0 transition for absorption and fluorescence, 
respectively. The solvation time is approximately related to the solvent longitudinal 
relaxation time, 0( / )L Dτ τ ε ε∞=  and is relatively independent of the solute properties. 
Hence, τL can be used in place of τs in Eqn. (30).  
Assuming the separability of the mechanical and dielectric friction components, the 
rotational reorientation time can be expressed as  
 
2
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where the first term represents the mechanical contribution and the second the dielectric 
contribution. 
iii. The Alavi and Waldeck theory (AW) 
Alavi and Waldeck theory (Alavi and Waldeck, 1991a), proposes that it is rather the charge 
distribution of the solute than the dipole moment that is used to calculate the friction 
experienced by the solute molecule. Not only the dipole moment of the solute, but also the 
higher order moments, contribute significantly to the dielectric friction. In other words, 
molecules having no net dipole moment can also experience dielectric friction. AW theory 
has been successful compared to NZ and ZH theories in modeling the friction in 
nonassociative solvents (Dutt and Ghanty, 2003). The expression for the dielectric friction 
according to this model is given by (Alavi and Waldek, 1991a) 
 0 2
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( 1)
(2 1)DF D
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τ τ
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=
+
 (33) 
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where ( )MLP x are the associated Legendre polynomials, a is the cavity radius, N is the 
number of partial charges, qi is the partial charge on atom i, whose position is given by 
( , ,i i ir θ φ ), and ji j iφ φ φ= − . Although the AW theory too treats solvent as a structureless 
continuum like the NZ and vdZH theories, it provides a more realistic description of the 
electronic properties of the solute. 
3. Experimental methods 
The experimental techniques used for the investigation of rotational reorientation times 
mainly consist of steady-state fluorescence spectrophotometer and time resolved 
fluorescence spectrometer employing time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). 
3.1a Steady-state measurements 
For vertical excitation, the steady-state fluorescence anisotropy can be expressed as (Dutt et 
al., 1999; Lakowicz, 1983) 
 ||
|| 2
I GI
r
I GI
⊥
⊥
−
< >=
+
 (35) 
where ||I  and I⊥ denote the fluorescence intensities parallel and perpendicular polarized 
components with respect to the polarization of the exciting beam. G (= 1.14) is an 
instrumental factor that corrects for the polarization bias in the detection system (Inamdar et 
al., 2006) and is given by 
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 HV
HH
I
G
I
=  (36) 
where HVI  is the fluorescence intensity when the excitation polarizer is kept horizontal and 
the emission polarizer vertical and HHI  is the fluorescence intensity when both the 
polarizers are kept horizontal. 
3.1b Time-resolved fluorescence measurements 
The fluorescence lifetimes of all the probes were measured with time correlated single 
photon counting technique (TCSPC) using equipment described in detail elsewhere 
(Selvaraju and Ramamurthy, 2004). If the decay of the fluorescence and the decay of the 
anisotropy are represented by single exponential, then the reorientation time τr is given by 
(Lakowicz, 1983) 
 
0( / 1)
f
r
r r
τ
τ =
< > −
 (37) 
where r0 is the limiting anisotropy when all the rotational motions are frozen and τf is the 
fluorescence lifetime. 
In case of a prolate-ellipsoid model, the parameter stickf  is given by (Anderton and 
Kauffman, 1994) 
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 (38) 
where ρ is the ratio of major axis (a) to the minor axis (b) of the ellipsoid. This expression is 
valid for stick boundary condition.  
3.2 Fluorescent probes used in the study 
Nonpolar probes 
A variety of the nonpolar fluorescent probe molecules have been studied extensively in the 
recent past. Most of the nonpolar probes so far studied have the radii of 2.5 Å to 5.6 Å 
(Inamdar et al., 2006) and a transition towards stick boundary condition is evident with 
increase in size of the solute. Most of the medium sized neutral nonpolar molecules rotate 
faster in alcohols compared to alkanes, which is in contrast to that of smaller neutral solutes. 
It is also noted that the quasihydrodynamic description is adequate for small solutes of 2-3 
Å radius in case of GW theory whereas, the DKS model with experimental value in alcohols 
fail beyond the solute radius of 4.2 Å. Our earlier work on rotational dynamics of exalite 
probes E392A (r = 5.3 Å), and E398 (r = 6.0 Å), yielded striking results (Inamdar et al., 2006), 
in that, these large probes rotated much faster than slip hydrodynamics and followed 
subslip trend in alcohols. 
The quest to understand the influence of size of solute on rotational dynamics is continued 
with three nonpolar solutes viz., Exalite 404 (E404), Exalite 417 (E417) and Exalite 428 (E428), 
which may further fill the gap between the existing data. These probes have an anistropic 
shape and a dipole emission along their long rod-like backbones. The rod like or cylinder 
shape is a macromolecular model of great relevance. A number of biopolymers including 
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some polypeptides, proteins, nucleic acids and viruses, under certain conditions exhibit the 
typical rod-like conformation and their hydrodynamic properties can therefore be analyzed in 
terms of cylindrical models. Surprisingly, not much is studied about the motion of these highly 
anisotropic rod-like molecules in liquids, neither experimentally nor by any simulation 
studies. These exalite dyes have found applications in many areas of research. When pumped 
by XeCl-excimer laser, Ar+ and Nd:YAG laser, provide tunable lasers in the ultraviolet-blue 
range (Valenta et al., 1999). E428 has been used to generate circularly polarized light in glassy 
liquid crystal films (Chen et al., 1999). Exalites are mixed with plastic scintillators (PS) to form 
new scintillaors, which are for superficial and diagnostic applications (Kirov et al., 1999).  
Polar probes 
Rotational diffusion of medium-sized molecules provides a useful means to probe solute-
solvent interactions and friction. By modeling this friction using various continuum-based 
theories (NZ, AW and ZH) one can get better insight into the nature of solute-solvent 
interactions. In order to understand the effect of polar solvents on the reorientational 
dynamics of the polar solutes, one must unravel the effects of mechanical friction, dielectric 
friction and specific short-range solute-solvent interactions. To address this issue, rotational 
dynamics of three polar laser dyes: coumarin 522B (C522B), coumarin 307 (C307) and 
coumarin 138 (C138) having identical volumes and distinct structures have been carried out 
in series of alcohols and alkanes. These coumarins are an important class of oxygen 
heterocycles, which are widespread in plant kingdom and have been extensively used as 
laser dyes. Their chemical structures can be looked upon as arising out of the fusion of a 
benzene ring to pyran-2-one, across the 5- and 6-positions in skeleton. In the present 
coumarins, the two free substituents at 6 and 7 positions, ethylamino and methyl for C307 in 
comparison with the analogous model substrate C522B wherein, there is no free substituent 
rather they are joined by ends to obtain piperidino moiety. These two probes are looked 
upon as polar due to the presence of electron donating amino group and electron 
withdrawing CF3 group. In C138, this CF3 group is replaced by an alkyl group making it less 
polar compared to C522B and C307.  
The rotational diffusion studies of the following two sets of structurally similar molecules 
dyes: (i) coumarin-440 (C440), coumarin-450 (C450), coumarin 466 (C466) and coumarin-151 
(C151) and (ii) fluorescein 27 (F27), fluorescein Na (FNa) and sulforhodamine B (SRB) in 
binary mixtures of dimethyl sulphoxide + water and propanol + water mixtures, 
respectively. Among coumarins, C466 possess N-diethyl group at the fourth position 
whereas, other three dyes possess amino groups at the seventh position in addition to 
carbonyl group. This structure is expected to influence molecular reorientation due to 
possible hydrogen bonding with the solvent mixture. The spectroscopic properties of 
fluorescein dyes are well known with the dyes having applications ranging from dye lasers 
to tracers in flow visualization and mixing studies. SRB has been used to measure drug-
induced cytotoxicity and cell proliferation for large-scale drug-screening applications 
(Koochesfahani and Dimotakis, 1986; Dahm et al., 1991; Karasso and Mungal, 1997; Voigt, 
2005). Both F27 and FNa are neutral polar molecules each containing one C = O group, F-27 
has two Cl and FNa has two Na groups. The anionic probe SRB possesses N (C2H5), N+ 
(C2H5) groups and sulfonic groups SO3Na and SO-3 at positions 3, 6, 4′ and 2′, respectively.  
The laser grade nonpolar probes Exalites (E404, E417 and E428), nonpolar probes (i) 
coumarin derivatives  (C522B, C307 and C138) and (ii) F27, FNa and SRB (all from Exciton 
Chemical Co., USA) were used as received. For steady-state experiments, all the samples 
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were excited at 375 nm and the emission was monitored from 403-422 nm from alkanes to 
alcohols for Exalites. All the solvents (Fluka, HPLC grade) were used without further 
purification. The concentration of all the solutions was kept sufficiently low in order to 
reduce the effects of self-absorption. All the measurements were performed at 298 K.  
3.2.1 Rotational dynamics of non-polar probes 
The molecular structures of the non-polar probes exalite 404 (E404), exalite 417 (E417) and 
exalite 428 (E428) chosen for the study are shown in Fig.2.The absorption and fluorescence 
spectra of the probes in methanol are shown in Fig.3. These probes are approximated as 
prolate ellipsoids (Inamdar et al., 2006) with molecular volumes 679, 837 and 1031 Å3, 
respectively, for E404, E417 and E428. The rotational reorientation times (τr) calculated using 
Eqn. (4.43), are tabulated in Table 1 and 2, respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Molecular structures of (a) E404, (b) E417 and (c) E428 
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Fig. 3. Absorption and Fluorescence spectra of E404 
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a Viscosity data is from Inamdar et al., 2006 
Table 1. Rotational reorientation times (τr) of Exalites in alkanes at 298K 
 
 
a Viscosity data is from Inamdar et al., 2006 
Table 2. Rotational reorientation times (τr) of Exalites in alcohols at 298K 
i. Rotational reorientation times of Exalite 404 (E404) 
Fig. 4 gives the plot of τr vs η in alkanes and alcohols for E404 shows that τr values increase 
linearly with η both in alkanes and alcohols, following slip hydrodynamic and subslip 
behavior, respectively. This clearly indicates that the rotational dynamics of E404 follows 
SED hydrodynamics with slip boundary condition. Further, E404 rotates slower in alkanes 
compared to alcohols by a factor of 1 to 1.3. It may be recalled that E392A followed SED 
hydrodynamics near stick limit in alkanes (Inamdar et al., 2006). E404 is larger than E392A 
by a factor of 1.1, and exhibits an opposite behavior to that of E392A following slip behavior 
in alkanes. Interestingly, the rotational dynamics of both these probes follow subslip 
behavior in higher alcohols.  
Theoretical justification for this approach is provided by the microfriction theories of Geirer-
Wirtz (GW) and Dote-Kivelson-Schwartz (DKS) wherein the solvent size as well as free 
spaces is taken into account. However, there is a large deviation of experimentally measured 
reorientation times from those calculated theoretically.  
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Fig. 4. Plot of rotational reorientation times of E404 as function of viscosity in (a) alkanes and 
(b) alcohols. The symbols (○,●) represent experimentally measured reorientation times. The 
stick and slip lines calculated using hydrodynamic theory are represented by solid lines. 
GW and DKS theories are represented using the symbols Δ and  respectively. 
ii. Rotational reorientation times of Exalite 417 (E417) 
The rotational reorientation times of E417 scale linearly with η (Fig. 5) and exhibits subslip 
behavior in alcohols. A large nonlinearity is observed on increasing solvent viscosity. In 
alkanes, the rotational reorientation times follow slip hydrodynamic boundary condition, 
similar to E404. GW theory is unable to explain experimental results while DKS theory is in 
fairly good agreement with experiment and slip hydrodynamics in case of alkanes.  
iii. Rotational reorientation times of Exalite 428 (E428) 
E428 is the largest probe studied so far in literature. In alcohols the τr values for E428 
increase linearly with η from methanol to butanol and follows slip boundary condition, and 
from pentanol to decanol a large deviation from the linearity is observed resulting in subslip 
behavior (Fig. 6). However, in alkanes the measured reorientation times, clearly follow slip 
hydrodynamics up to tridecane, whereas in higher alkanes pentadecane and hexadecane  
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Fig. 5. Plot of rotational reorientation times of E417 as function of viscosity in (a) alkanes and 
(b) alcohols. The symbols (○,●) represent experimentally measured reorientation times. The 
stick and slip lines calculated using hydrodynamic theory are represented by solid lines. GW 
and DKS quasihydrodynamic theories are represented using the symbols Δ and  respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Plot of rotational reorientation times of E428 as function of viscosity in (a) alkanes and 
(b) alcohols. The symbols (○,●) represent experimentally measured reorientation times. The 
stick and slip lines calculated using hydrodynamic theory are represented by solid lines. GW 
and DKS quasihydrodynamic theories are represented using the symbols Δ and  respectively. 
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subslip behavior is observed. It is interesting to note that, all the three probes rotate much 
faster in alcohols compared to alkanes. This can be explained as due to large interstitial gaps 
that may be formed in the solvent medium and because of the possible elastic nature of the 
spatial H-bonding network of large alcohol molecules constituting a supramolecular structure. 
The elasticity of the spatial network is a driving force for solvophobic interaction, which is 
important for the larger probes. Presumably these exalite molecules will be located mainly in 
these solvophobic regions. The probe molecules, thus, can rotate more freely in these gaps as 
they experience reduced friction due to a decreased viscosity at the point of contact. This 
actual viscosity is highly localized and cannot be measured easily. In such a situation the 
coupling parameter C can be much smaller than Cslip predicted by slip hydrodynamic 
boundary condition. One of the plausible reasons is also due to the Brownian motion, which 
results from the fluctuating forces in the liquid, is behind and diffusive process. 
Ben-Amotz and Scott (1987) opined that processes, which are slow compared to solvent 
fluctuations, would see the full spectrum of the fluctuations and thus the shear viscosity of 
the solvent. For example, the fluctuations in n-alcohols occur roughly on the 100 ps/mPa s 
time scale – precisely the time scale of the Debye absorption in these solvents. On the other 
hand, processes, which are extremely fast, do not experience Brownian fluctuating force and 
are not viscously damped. Thus one expects a reduction in microscopic friction for probe 
molecules, which diffuse at a rate comparable to or faster than the solvent fluctuations. This 
is exactly the type of effect, which could explain the faster rotational diffusion of exalites in 
n-alcohols than in n-alkanes. Further, the subslip behavior observed for these probes in 
polar solvents indicates the existence the nonhydrodynamic forces and the straightforward 
relation between the probe size and the nature of their behavior may not be appropriate.  
Table 3 and 4 contain selected data for various neutral solute molecules (including exalites), 
whose rotational times in alkanes and alcohols have been measured experimentally. There 
are many reports on rotational diffusion of small neutral molecules which follow subslip 
behavior. Garg and Smyth (1965) have attributed these alcohol molecules to be associated  
 
 
Table 3. List of normalized rotational diffusion parameters of neutral nonpolar solutes in 
alkanes, at 25±50 C 
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Table 4. List of normalized rotational diffusion parameters of neutral nonpolar solutes in 
alcohols, at 25±50 C 
with hydrogen bridges in temporary microcrystalline structures. These structures are in fact 
not stable, and at a given instant each of these has a finite length. At each instance some 
hydrogen bonds are ruptured and others are formed. 
The first dispersion region is connected with the molecules in these microcrystalline 
structures. The dielectric relaxation process involves the breaking and reforming of the 
hydrogen bonds with the orientation of dipole moment, and the rate of breaking off is a 
determining factor for the relaxation time. In order to check whether there is any dielectric 
friction on these large nonpolar probes in alcohols, we have also calculated dielectric friction 
contribution to the rotating probe molecule. The dipole moment values in the excited states 
were obtained using solvatochormic shift method (Inamdar et al., 2003; Nadaf et al., 2004; 
Kawski et al., 2005). It is noted that summing up the contribution due to hydrodynamic and 
dielectric friction will not affect the subslip trend exhibited by the rotational reorientation 
times. Hence, we attribute this unhindered faster rotation due to strong hydrogen bonding 
among the solvent molecules leading to supramolecular structures. 
There are several reports in literature where the reorientation times of neutral nonpolar 
solutes have been measured as a function of solute size and the transition from slip to stick 
hydrodynamics has been observed experimentally. Ben-Amotz and Drake (Ben-Amotz and 
Drake, 1988) have reported the rotational dynamics of the neutral large sized probe BTBP 
(V=733 Å3) in series of alcohols and alkanes, and observed that rotational correlation times 
followed stick boundary condition. Though, BTBP contain the electronegative groups like -
O and –N, which are capable of forming hydrogen bond with any solvent, they attributed, 
stick condition to its volume which is much larger than that of all the solvent molecules 
studied. Later, Roy and Doraiswamy (Roy and Doraiswamy, 1993) have studied the 
rotational dynamics of series of nonpolar solutes, which do not contain any electronegative 
groups like -O or –N. They observed transition towards the stick boundary condition on 
increasing the solute size from BMQ (V = 325 Å3) to QUI (V = 639 Å3). It is clear from the 
above two findings that a stick transition arises due to increase in the solute size, when 
compared to that of the solvent. Thus, one can expect stick or superstick behavior in case of 
exalites (E404, E417 and E428) as these are larger than QUI by a factor of 1.1, 1.3 and 1.6, 
respectively. The present situation, where the largest probe E428 follows subslip in alcohols 
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is surprising in the light of above studies. In such a situation the microscopic friction of the 
solvent molecules reduces well below the macroscopic value, which may result from either 
dynamic or structural features of the macroscopic solvation environment-giving rise to 
faster rotation in hydrogen bonding solvents.  
On the other hand, rotational reorientation times of these exalite nonpolar probes bequeath 
interesting results following slip boundary condition in alkanes. It is observed from the 
Table 5 that there is a difference in slope for the two solvent types. Therefore, it is evident 
that the rotational reorientation times of these exalites are shorter in alcohols than alkanes of 
comparable viscosity. This difference is an indication of nonhydrodynamic effects in one or 
both of the solvents. It is unlikely that nonhydrodynamic behavior resulting from frequency 
dependence of the solvent friction occurs in alkanes on the 100 ps to 1 ns time scale (Hynes, 
1986). These times are much longer than dynamic memory effects in the solvent arising from 
molecular collisions. These collisional events manifest themselves in the viscoelastic 
relaxation time, which for an n-alkane is estimated to lie in the subpicosecond to single 
picosecond time domain (Hynes, 1986).  
 
 
* Second entry for solute is a slope of the best fit line made to pass through the origin. 
Table 5. Linear regression results of rotational reorientation of exalites in series of alcohols, 
alkanes and binary mixture  
Thus one would expect rotational times to be well described by the SED relation with the 
appropriate boundary condition and the solute shape factor (Ben Amotz and Scott, 1987) 
in n-alkanes. The internal mobility also allows the solute molecule to slip better through 
the surrounding solvent molecules than for a rigid molecular backbone (Alavi et al., 
1991b,c). Waldeck et al. (1982) have also argued for the probe DPB, that the slip boundary 
condition is entirely reasonable for an uncharged nonpolar molecule in nonpolar solvents. 
E428 is about 5 times larger than DPB and from the Table 3; it is evident that τr/τstick ratio 
is same for both these probes in alkanes, which suggests the fact that the rotation of these 
probes can be well explained by slip hydrodynamics. Similarly, the studies of the neutral 
dye BBOT (Fleming et al., 1977), an approximate prolate top, found that this molecule 
followed slip boundary condition. It was anticipated that neutrals would not strongly 
interact with the solvent, and slip boundary condition were thus more appropriate. 
Others have argued (Porter et al., 1977) that the faster rotation observed for BBOT might 
also be due to the internal mobility of the dye. This may be one of the possible reasons for 
the faster rotation observed for the large exalite probes. Both GW and DKS models were 
tested for a quantitative prediction of τr of solutes in alkanes. The GW model predicts very 
low τr values in alkanes as well as in the case of alcohols and fails to satisfactorily explain 
the observed results. Also, the C values are nearly invariant of the size of the solute. It has 
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been evidenced that the GW theory correctly predicts the observed results for a solute 
with ~2.5 Å radius. Therefore, the GW model is adequate for very small solutes that show 
subslip behavior, viz., I2 and NCCCCN (Goulay, 1983). Though, DKS theory is found to be 
in good agreement with the experimentally observed trend up to decane in case of E404 
and up to nonane for E428, a better agreement is found in alkanes for E417. It has been 
noted that the rotational reorientation times in alkanes is reproduced quantitatively for 
solutes with radius up to 4.2 Å only, beyond which the theory tends to show poor 
agreement with experimental values [93]. Our experimental results are indicative of the 
fact the DKS theory also holds well even for larger probes up to a radius of 6.3 Å in 
alkanes and brings out the subtle variations in the observed data. 
3.2.2 Rotational dynamics of polar probes 
The rotational dynamics studies using polar solutes in polar solvents have shed lights on 
concepts such as dielectric friction and solute-solvent hydrogen bonding. In addition to 
viscous drag, polar-polar interaction between a polar solute and a polar solvent gives rise to 
an additional retarding force often termed as dielectric friction. This arises because of the 
inability of the solvent molecules, encircling the polar solute probe, to rotate synchronously 
with the probe. The result of this effect is the creation of an electric field in the cavity, which 
exerts a torque opposing the reorientation of the probe molecule. Under such circumstances, 
the observed friction, which is proportional to the measured reorientation time, has been 
explained as a combination of mechanical and dielectric frictions. However, many 
experimental investigations of reorientation dynamics have indicated that there is another 
source of drag on a rotating probe molecule due to hydrogen bonding between the solute 
and the solvent molecules. A solute molecule can form hydrogen bond with the solvent 
molecule depending on the nature of the functional groups on the solute and the solvent 
which enhances the volume of the probe molecule. This further impedes the rotational 
motion and thus the observed reorientation time becomes longer than that observed with 
the bare solute molecule.  
Molecular structures of the three coumarin dyes chosen under the category of polar probes 
are shown in Fig. 7. The reorientation times of C522B, C307 in alcohols and alkanes and 
C138 in alcohols (Mannekutla et al., 2010) are summarized in Tables 6 and 7. The τr values 
obtained in alkanes clearly show that C522B rotates faster compared to C307. In alcohols, it 
is interesting to note that, the probe C138 rotates faster almost by a factor of 1:2 from 
propanol to decanol compared to C522B and C307, respectively. In other words, C138 
experiences a reduced mechanical friction i.e., almost same as C522B and twice as C307 from 
propanol to decanol. This is because C307 shows greater interaction owing to its greater 
polarity.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Molecular structures of (a) C522B, (b) C307 and (c) C138 
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a Viscosity data is from Inamdar et al., 2006 
Table 6. Steady-state anisotropy (<r>), fluorescence lifetime (τf) and rotational reorientation 
time (τr) of coumarins in alcohols at 298K (the maximum error in the fluorescence life times 
is less than ±50 ps) (Mannekutla et al., 2010)  
 
 
a Viscosity data is from Inamdar et al., 2006 
Table 7. Steady-state anisotropy (<r>), fluorescence lifetime (τf) and rotational reorientation 
time (τr) of coumarins in alkanes at 298K for C522B and C307 (the maximum error in the 
fluorescence life times is less than ±50 ps) (Mannekutla et al., 2010)  
The probes C522B and C138 have shown coincidentally similar interactions. In C138, 
aminomethyl group being free contributes more to the charge separation through 
resonance- whereas in C522B this resonance contribution is sluggish, comparatively. 
However, the presence of -CF3 in C522B increases the charge separation, which leads to 
better interaction with the hydrogen bonding solvents. Replacement of -CF3 by cyclic alkyl 
group in C138 would not have any great contribution towards its polarity. Hence, the 
presence of two different groups with contradicting properties leads to the coincidental 
similarities in reorientation dynamics of C522B and C138. 
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The normalized rotational reorientation times (at unit viscosity) are smaller in alkanes 
compared to alcohols, which indicates that the probes C522B and C307 rotate faster in 
alkanes compared to alcohols. The reorientation times of the three probes thus obtained in 
alcohols follow the trend: 307 522 138C C B Cr r rτ τ τ> ≥ .  
Fig. 8 gives a typical plot of τr vs η for all the three probes in alcohols and in alkanes along 
with the stick and slip lines. Note that the experimentally measured reorientation times lie 
between slip and stick hydrodynamic in case of alcohols. However, in alkanes we observe, 
as the size of the solvent molecule becomes equal to and bigger than the size of the solute 
molecule, the probe molecule experiences a reduced friction. Benzler and Luther (1977) 
measured the reorientation time of biphenyl (V=150 Å3) and p-terphenyl (V=221 Å3) in n-
alkanes. For biphenyl a nonlinearity was observed in the plot of  τr vs η from decane and 
from tetradecane, in case of p-terphenyl. Singh [24] studied reorientation times of the probe 
neutral red (V=234 Å3) which experienced a reduced friction from tetradecane to 
hexadecane following subslip behavior. C522B (223 Å3) and C307 (217 Å3) have nearly 
identical volumes as compared to neutral red and p-terphenyl and thus a similar rotational 
relaxation in alkanes may be expected.  
 
 
Fig. 8. Plots of τr vs η for the three coumarins in alcohols (○), and alkanes (•) in case of C522B 
and C307 
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Note that the probes experience reduced friction as the size of the solvent increases. A 
number of probes have been studied (Phillips et al., 1985; Courtney et al., 1986; Ben Amotz 
and Drake, 1988; Roy and Doraiswamy, 1993; Williams et al., 1994; Jiang and Blanchard, 
1994; Anderton and Kauffman, 1994; Brocklehurst and Young, 1995) in alcohols and alkanes, 
wherein faster rotation of the probe in alcohols is observed compared to alkanes, which has 
been explained as due to higher free volume in alcohols compared to alkanes with the help 
of DKS theory. If there were no electrical interaction between the coumarins and alcohols, a 
faster rotation of the coumarins would have been observed in alcohols compared to alkanes, 
but an opposite trend has been observed that indicates the presence of electrical friction 
(Dutt and Raman, 2001). Before evaluating the amount of dielectric friction, the contribution 
due to mechanical friction must be estimated with a reasonable degree of accuracy. SED 
theory with a slip hydrodynamic boundary condition is often used to calculate the 
mechanical friction in case of medium-sized solute molecules. However, in the present 
study the solvent size increases by more than 5 times in alcohols from methanol to decanol. 
Hence, DKS quasihydrodynamic theory is found to be more appropriate, when size effect is 
taken into account as compared with GW. Eqn. 25 is used to calculate ΔV in associative 
solvents like alcohols, because CDKS obtained in this manner gave a better agreement with 
the experimental results (Hubbard and Onsager, 1977; Anderton and Kauffman, 1996; Dutt 
et al., 1999; Dutt and Raman, 2001).  
In summary, a faster rotation of the probes is observed in case of C522B and C138 in 
alcohols compared to C307. In spite of the distinct structures, almost similar rotational 
reorientation times are observed for C522B and C138 in alcohols from propanol to decanol. 
Further studies of dielectric friction in alcohols, the observed reorientation times of these 
coumarins could not follow the trend predicted by the theories of Nee-Zwanzig and van der 
Zwan-Hynes. Dielectric frictions obtained experimentally and theoretically using NZ and 
ZH theories, do not agree well.  
3.2.3 Rotational dynamics of polar probes in binary solvents 
Binary mixtures of polar solvents represent an important class of chemical reaction media 
because their polarity can be controlled through changes in composition. In a binary 
mixture, altering the composition of one of the ingredients can lead to a change in solubility, 
polarizability, viscosity and many other static and dynamic properties. Yet, it is often found 
that the dielectric properties of polar mixtures depart significantly from what one might 
expect on the basis of ideal mixing. In hydrogen-bonding systems, such as alcohol-water 
mixtures, intermolecular correlations are strong, and consequently, the dielectric properties 
of the mixture are usually not simply related to those of the separated components. 
Recently, the properties of some binary solutions were studied using theoretical calculations 
and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Chandra and Bagchi, 1991; Chandra, 1995; Skaf 
and Ladanyi, 1996; Day and Patey, 1997; Yoshimori et al., 1998; Laria and Skaf, 1999). The 
results showed that the dynamical features of binary solutions are very much different from 
those of neat solutions, and the dynamics can be strongly affected by the properties of the 
solute probe. The binary mixtures show exotic features which pose interesting challenges to 
both theoreticians and experimentalists. Amongst them, the extrema observed in the 
composition dependence of excess viscosity (Qunfang and Yu-Chun, 1999; Pal and Daas, 
2000) and the anomalous viscosity dependence of the rotational relaxation time (Beddard et 
al., 1981) are significant. The anomalous features in the complex systems arise from specific 
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intermolecular interactions due to structural heterogeneities. In DMSO+water mixture, the 
partial negative charge on the oxygen atom of the dimethyl sulphoxide molecule forms 
hydrogen bonds with water molecules, giving rise to a non-ideal behavior of the mixture. 
The non-ideality of mixtures depends on the nature of interaction between the different 
species constituting the mixture. Traube suggested that the anomalous behavior of viscosity 
in binary mixtures arises from the formation of clusters (Traube, 1886). The prominent 
hydrophilic nature of DMSO renders it capable of forming strong and persistent hydrogen 
bonds with water through its oxygen atom (Safford et al., 1969; Martin and Hanthal, 1975; 
De La Torre, 1983; Luzar and Chandler, 1993). This leads to the formation of DMSO-water 
molecular aggregates of well-defined geometry which are often responsible for the strong 
nonideal behavior manifested as maxima or minima (Cowie and Toporowski, 1964; Packer 
and Tomlinson, 1971; Fox and Whittingham, 1974; Tokuhiro et al., 1974; Gordalla and 
Zeidler, 1986; 1991; Kaatze et al., 1989). The largest deviations from the ideal mixing occur 
around 33% mole of DMSO, thus suggesting the existence of stoichiometrically well defined 
1DMSO:2water complexes. Recently, a number of MD simulations (Vaisman and Berkowitz, 
1992; Soper and Luzar, 1992; 1996; Luzar and Chandler, 1993; Borin and Skaf, 1998; 1999) 
and neutron diffraction experiments have indeed identified the structure of the 
1DMSO:2water complex and linked many of the structural and dynamical features of 
DMSO water mixtures to the presence of such aggregates. Of late, Borin and Skaf  (Borin 
and Skaf, 1998; 1999) have found from MD simulations, another distinct type of aggregate 
consisting of two DMSO molecules linked by a central water molecule through H-bonding, 
which is expected to be the predominant form of molecular association between DMSO and 
water in DMSO-rich mixtures. This H-bonded complex is referred to as 2DMSO:1water 
aggregate.  
The rotational diffusion studies of the following two sets of structurally similar molecules 
dyes: coumarin-440 (C440), coumarin-450 (C450), coumarin 466 (C466) and coumarin-151 
(C151) and fluorescein 27 (F27), fluorescein Na (FNa) and sulforhodamine B (SRB) (Fig. 9) in 
binary mixtures of dimethyl sulphoxide + water and propanol + water mixtures, 
respectively. Among coumarins, C466 possess N-diethyl group at the fourth position 
whereas, other three dyes possess amino groups at the seventh position in addition to 
carbonyl group. This structure is expected to affect the reorientation times due to the 
formation of hydrogen bond with the solvent mixture.  
The photo-physics of fluorescent molecules in solvent mixtures has not been studied as 
extensively as those in neat solvents. Thus the structure and structural changes in the 
solvent environment around the solute in the mixed solvents have not been fully 
understood. It is therefore important to investigate the photophysical characteristics that are 
unique to the binary solvent mixtures.  
DMSO is miscible with water in all proportions and aqueous DMSO solutions are quite 
interesting systems, as there exists a nonlinear relationship between the bulk viscosity and 
the composition of the solvent mixture. In DMSO-water binary mixture, there is a rapid rise 
in viscosity with a small addition of DMSO to water and viscosity decay profile after the 
post peak point is gradual. The sharp increase in the viscosity of the binary mixture with 
increasing DMSO concentration may be attributed to significant hydrogen bonding effects 
between water and DMSO molecules. Beyond around 15% composition of DMSO, there 
exist two DMSO compositions for which viscosity is same. This dual valuedness should 
manifest in reasonable mirror symmetry of the rotational reorientation time ( rτ ) about the  
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Fig. 9. The molecular structures of (a) C440, (b) C450, (c) C466, (d) C151, (e) F27, (f) FNa and 
(g) SRB. 
viscosity peak point. The viscosity of DMSO is slightly more than twice that of water. At 
about 40% mole composition of DMSO, the solvent mixture has a maximum value of 
viscosity of 3.75 m Pas which is 1.87 times that of DMSO and nearly 4 times that of water. 
From the viscosity profile it may be seen that there are four distinct compositions of DMSO 
for which the viscosity is nearly the same and as per hydrodynamic theory the friction 
experienced by a rotating probe molecule is expected to be the same.  
Fig. 10 (a and b) represent the variation of rτ  with η along with theoretical profile including 
the viscous and the dielectric contribution for all the probes, which clearly indicates a non-
hydrodynamic behavior. The rotational reorientation time of a solute in a solvent is in a way 
an index of molecular friction. Experimentally obtained results of all the probes under study 
show a hairpin profiles bent upwards. The reorientation times gradually increases as a 
function of viscosity up to the peak viscous value and interestingly these values further 
increase even after the solvent mixture exhibits reduction in viscosity after the peak value. 
Thus all the probes exhibit different rotational reorientation values for isoviscous points. 
Note that, reorientation times are longer in the DMSO region compared to the water rich 
zone. The studies of the rotational diffusion of the dye molecules in binary solvents showed 
that the rotational relaxation time does not necessarily scale linearly with viscosity when the 
solvent composition is changed. These observations have been interpreted as a 
manifestation of solvent structure on time scales similar to or longer than the time scale of 
solute rotation or as resulting from a change in the dielectric friction through the solvent 
mixture. In some cases these observations have been interpreted as a breakdown of the 
hydrodynamic approximation. The rotational diffusion studies of the dye molecule oxazine 
118 in two binary solvent systems as a function of temperature showed a nonlinear 
dependence of the rotational diffusion on the solvent viscosity when the solvent 
composition is changed (Williams et al., 1994).  
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Fig. 10. Plot of rotational reorientation time with viscosity along with theoretical profile 
including the viscous and the dielectric contribution for C440, C450, C466 and C151 probes 
(Inamdar et al., 2009) 
The linear variation of the rτ  as a function of η  from pure water to the composition of the 
binary mixture when the viscosity reaches its peak is in accordance with the SED theory, 
though it does not account for the large curvature in the profile. The theoretical SED stick 
line shows a sharp hairpin profile. Incorporation of the dielectric friction contribution 
qualitatively mimics the observed profile, with the rτ  being slightly larger in the post peak 
viscosity DMSO rich zone. The fact, that a continuum theory without the consideration of 
any molecular features could reproduce the gross features of the observed profile of rτ vs.η  
is noteworthy. The experimentally observed profile bent upwards yields considerably 
higher rτ  in the DMSO rich zone than the corresponding isoviscous point in the water rich 
zone. This is also reproduced by the theoretical models qualitatively. The pronounced 
difference in the rotational reorientation times at the isoviscous points can be explained only 
on the basis of solvation. It is possible that at the isoviscous points the microstructural 
features in the binary mixture could be different. The dual values of rτ  at isoviscous points 
in the DMSO rich zone are also due to the contributions of dielectric friction at these two 
points being different.  
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Beddard et al. (1981) reported different rotational relaxation times of the dye cresyl violet in 
ethanol water mixture by varying the ethanol water composition i.e., at the same viscosity 
but at different compositions. The observed re-entrance type behavior of the orientational 
relaxation time when plotted against viscosity could not be explained only in terms of non-
ideality in viscosity exhibited in a binary mixture. Beddard et al. also reported that the re-
entrance behavior is strongly dependent on the specific interaction of the solute with the 
solvents. This is because in a system where solute interacts with few different species in a 
binary mixture in a different manner, its rotational relaxation will depend more on the 
composition than on the viscosity of the binary mixture. The role of specific interaction on 
the orientational dynamics has often been discussed in relation to changing boundary 
conditions (Fleming, 1986). We find that the orientational relaxation time of the probe 
molecules when plotted against the solvent viscosity does indeed show re-entrance. Our 
study here re-affirms that for a solute dissolved in a binary mixture, its rotational relaxation 
will depend more on the composition than on the viscosity of the binary mixture and thus 
the re-entrant type behaviour is strongly dependent on the interactions of the solute with 
the two different species in the solvent.  
The rotational dynamics of two kinds of medium sized three dyes-Fluorescein 27(F27) and 
Fluorescein Na(FNa) (both neutral but polar), and Sulforhodamine B(SRB) (anion) has been 
studied in binary mixtures comprising of 1-Propanol and water  at room temperature using 
both steady-state and time resolved fluorescence depolarization techniques. Alcohols have 
both a hydrogen-bonding -OH group and a hydrophobic alkyl group. The latter affects the 
water structure. The objective in studying two neutral and an anion dyes is to compare and 
contrast the rotational dynamics as a function of charge. A nonlinear hook-type profile of 
rotational reorientation times of the probe (τr) as a function of viscosity (ǈ) is observed for all 
three dyes in this binary system, with the rotational reorientation times being longer in 
organic solvent rich zone, compared to the corresponding isoviscous point in water rich 
zone. This is attributed to strong hydrogen bonding between the solute and propanol 
molecules.  
The increase in viscosity as 1-propanol is added to water is sharp with the peak value of 2.70 
mPa s being reached at about 30% mole composition of 1-propanol. The viscosity of 1-
propanol is 1.96 mPa s, the decrease after the post peak point is linear but gradual. The 
dielectric friction contribution in water, amides, and dipolar aprotics is minimal while it 
goes on increasing in alcohols (Krishnamurthy et al, 1993).  
At isoviscous points there are two different τr values and this duality results from different 
values of dielectric frictions at the isoviscous points (Fig. 11). It is seen that both the neutral 
dyes F27 and FNa clearly produce the hook-type profile bent upwards and qualitatively 
mimic the nonhydrodynamic behavior. The reorientation times gradually increase as a 
function of viscosity up to the peak viscous value. τr values decrease after the solvent 
mixture exhibits a reduction in viscosity after the peak value. Note that the reorientation 
times are longer in propanol rich region compared to the water rich zone. In case of SRB 
though it exhibits hook type profile, surprisingly τr values longer in water rich zone in the 
beginning and later probe rotates faster in the intermediate viscous region. In propanol rich 
zone SRB shows similar τr values as those of water rich zone. This may be due to both amino 
groups of SRB are ethylated and the rotational diffusion of this dye was slightly more rapid 
than predicted. Theoretical models mimic this trend qualitatively, though GW & DKS 
models invariably predict a reduced friction and illustrate a hairpin - bending downwards. 
Thus, these models underestimate the friction experienced by the probe. The dual  
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Fig. 11. Plot of rotational reorientation time with viscosity along with theoretical profile 
including viscous contribution for F27 
valuedness of τr at isoviscous points near the organic solvent rich zone were attributed to 
different contributions of dielectric friction at these compositions and to strong hydrogen 
bonding. 
General conclusion and summary 
In this article, an attempt has been made to understand solute-solvent interactions in various 
situations using the powerful fluorescence spectroscopic techniques. The interesting 
observation of faster rotation of nonpolar probes in alcohols compared to alkanes can be 
attributed to large interstitial gaps that may be formed in the solvent medium and because 
of the possible elastic nature of the spatial H-bonding network of large alcohol molecules 
constituting a supramolecular structure. Presumably the exalite molecules will be located 
mainly in these solvophobic regions and thus, can rotate more freely in these gaps and 
experience reduced friction due to decreased viscosity at the point of contact. This actual 
viscosity is highly localized and cannot be measured easily. In such a situation the coupling 
parameter C can be much smaller than Cslip predicted by slip hydrodynamic boundary 
condition. Also, the largest probe E428 following subslip trend in alcohols is surprising. In 
such a situation the microscopic friction of the solvent molecules reduces well below the 
macroscopic value, which may result from either dynamic or structural features of the 
macroscopic solvation environment-giving rise to faster rotation in hydrogen bonding 
solvents. The experimental results indicate that DKS theory also holds well even for larger 
probes up to a radius of 6.3 Å in alkanes. 
In case of polar probes, a faster rotation of the probes is observed for C522B and C138 in 
alcohols compared to C307. In spite of the distinction in structure a coincidental similar 
rotational reorientation times is observed in case of C522B and C138 in alcohols from 
propanol to decanol. Further studies of dielectric friction in alcohols, the observed 
reorientation times of these coumarins could not follow the trend predicted by the theories 
of Nee-Zwanzig and van der Zwan-Hynes. Experimentally and theoretically obtained 
dielectric frictions using NZ and ZH theories, do not agree well.  
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A nonlinear hook-type profile of rotational reorientation times of the probe as a function of 
viscosity is observed for all the dyes in binary mixtures, with the rotational reorientation 
times being longer in organic solvent rich zone, compared to the corresponding isoviscous 
point in water rich zone. This is attributed to strong hydrogen bonding between the solutes 
and DMSO or propanol molecules. Theoretical models mimic this trend qualitatively, 
though GW & DKS models invariably predict a reduced friction and illustrate a hairpin 
profile bending downwards. Thus they underestimate the friction experienced by the probe. 
The dual valuedness of τr at isoviscous points near the organic solvent rich zone were 
attributed to different contributions of dielectric friction at these compositions and to strong 
hydrogen bonding. 
In general, the theoretical models: hydrodynamic as well as those based on dielectric friction 
do not adequately and precisely describe the experimental observations. The theoretical 
description of solute-solvent interaction to explain the experimental observations is yet to 
evolve. The failure of the theoretical models, to explain the experimental results 
quantitatively in specific cases, calls for the formulation of molecular based theories.  
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